This paper reports a new spectral collocation technique for solving fractional Stokes' first problem for a heated generalized second grade fluid (FSFP-HGSGF). We develop a collocation scheme to approximate FSFP-HGSGF by means of the shifted Jacobi-Gauss-Lobatto collocation (SJ-GL-C) and shifted Jacobi-Gauss-Radau collocation (SJ-GR-C) methods. The discussed numerical tests illustrate the capability and high accuracy of the proposed methodologies.
Introduction
In recent years, spectral methods (see [-] ) have often turned out to be efficient and highly accurate schemes when compared with the local methods. The speed of convergence is one of the great advantages of spectral methods. Besides, spectral methods have exponential rates of convergence; they also have a high level of accuracy. The main idea of all versions of spectral methods is to express the approximate solution of the problem as a finite sum of certain basis functions (orthogonal polynomials or a combination of them) and then choose the coefficients in order to minimize the difference between the exact and approximate solutions as well as possible. The spectral collocation method is a specific type of spectral methods, which is more applicable and widely used to solve almost all types of the differential equations [-].
The Stokes' problem based on the Navier-Stokes theory was studied in several articles; see for example [-] . Recently, the first problem of Stokes has become more significant due to its applications. The flow of an Oldroyd-B fluid over a suddenly moved flat plate has been described by Stokes' first problem in [] . The first problem of Stokes for Oldroyd-B fluid in a porous half-space and a heated boundary second grade fluid in a porous halfspace has been discussed by Tan et [] proposed an accurate Jacobi collocation algorithm for the systems of high-order linear differential-difference equations with mixed initial conditions. The Jacobi pseudospectral method has been discussed by Bhrawy et al. [] to solve a class of functional-differential equations. Moreover, Bhrawy et al. [] introduced a combination of Jacobi Gauss-Lobatto and Gauss-Radau collocation algorithms for solving the fractional Fokker-Planck equations. In this paper, the SJ-GL-C and SJ-GR-C methods are proposed to solve multi-dimensional FSFP-HGSGF. The solution of such equation is approximated by means of a finite expansion of shifted Jacobi polynomials for independent variables. The proposed collocation scheme is investigated for both temporal and spatial discretizations. Then we evaluate the residuals of the FSFP-HGSGF at the shifted Jacobi-Gauss-Lobatto (SJ-GL) and shifted Jacobi-Gauss-Radau (SJ-GR) quadrature points. Thereby, the problem is reduced to a system of algebraic equations which is far easier to solve. Indeed, with the freedom to select the shifted Jacobi indices α > - and β > -, the method can be calibrated for a wide variety of problems. To the best of our knowledge, there are no results on SJ-GL-C and SJ-GR-C methods for FSFP-HGSGF. This paper is organized as follows. A few facts of shifted Jacobi polynomials and fractional calculus are listed in Section . In Section , we introduce a new collocation method for the one-dimensional space FSFP-HGSGF. In Section , the proposed scheme is successfully extended to solve the two-dimensional space FSFP-HGSGF. Section  is used to solve several problems. A conclusion is given in the last section.
The properties listed below are satisfied for the operator J
where m is the ceiling function of ν.
Definition . The Caputo fractional derivative of order ν is defined as
Properties of shifted Jacobi polynomials
Some few properties of shifted Jacobi polynomials are presented in this subsection. In the following, a few relations related to Jacobi polynomials are listed:
where α, β > -, x ∈ [-, ], and
Moreover, the rth derivative (r is an integer) of P (α,β) j (x) may be obtained from
is written as
Thus, we can derive the following properties
we can define the norm and inner product for the
The set of shifted Jacobi polynomials forms a complete L
-orthogonal system. Moreover, and due to (.), we have
We used x The corresponding nodes and corresponding Christoffel numbers of the shifted JacobiGauss interpolation on the interval [, L] can be given by
For any φ ∈ S N+ [, L] and using the Jacobi-Gauss quadrature property, we have
3 One-dimensional space of fractional Stokes problem
In this section, we introduce a numerical algorithm based on the SJ-GR-C and SJ-GL-C methods for solving numerically one-dimensional FSFP-HGSGF. The collocation points are selected at the SJ-GR and SJ-GL interpolation nodes for temporal and spatial variables, respectively. The core of the proposed method consists of discretizing the onedimensional FSFP-HGSGF to create a system of algebraic equations of the unknown coefficients. This system can then easily be solved with a standard numerical scheme.
In particular, we consider the following FSFP-HGSGF:
with the initial-boundary conditions
where H(x, t), g  (x), g  (t), and g  (t) are given functions,  < γ <  and D -γ t u(x, t) is the temporal fractional derivative of order  -γ in the Riemann-Liouville sense.
We are interested in using the SJ-GL-C and SJ-GR-C methods to transform the previous FSFP-HGSGF into a system of algebraic equations. In order to do this, we approximate the independent space variable x using the SJ-GL-C method at the x
L,N,i nodes, while the independent temporal variable t was approximated by the SJ-GR-C methods. The nodes are the set of points in a specified domain where the dependent variable values are to be approximated. In general, the choice of the location of the nodes is optional. However, taking the roots of the shifted Jacobi orthogonal polynomials, referred to as shifted Jacobi collocation points, gives particularly accurate solutions for the spectral methods. Now, we outline the main steps of the mixed SJ-GL-C and SJ-GR-C methods for solving the one-dimensional space FSFP-HGSGF. We choose the approximate solution to be of the form
Then the spatial partial derivatives
∂x  were computed as
Furthermore, the temporal derivative
is evaluated as
Moreover, the Riemann-Liouville fractional partial derivative D
The initial condition immediately gives
while the numerical treatments of the boundary conditions are
(.)
In the proposed mixed SJ-GL-C and SJ-GR-C methods, the residual of (.) is set to zero at M(N -) of SJ-GL and SJ-GR points. Consequently, we find
where
For the dependence on equations (.) and (.), we obtain
Combining equations (.), (.), (.), and (.), we obtain
the previous system of algebraic equations can easily be solved. After the coefficients a i,j are determined, it is straightforward to compute the approximate solution u N,M (x, t) at any value of (x, t) in the given domain from the following equation:
4 Two-dimensional space of fractional Stokes problem
In the present section, we extend the previous algorithm to numerically solve the twodimensional space FSFP-HGSGF in the following form:
subject to the initial-boundary conditions
where H(x, y, t), g  (x, y), g  (y, t), g  (y, t), g  (x, t), and g  (x, t) are given real valued functions and u(x, y, t) is an unknown function. Therefore, the SJ-GL-C and SJ-GR-C methods will be applied to transform the previous two-dimensional FSFP-HGSGF into a system of algebraic equations. The SJ-GL-C and SJ-GR-C have been used for the space (x, y) and time t approximations, respectively. Now, we outline the main steps of the collocation method for solving the two-dimensional FSFP-HGSGF. Let
Then the first spatial and temporal partial derivatives
∂u(x,y,t) ∂x
,
∂u(x,y,t) ∂y
, and
∂u(x,y,t) ∂t
can be computed as
The second spatial partial derivatives
Moreover, the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivatives D
Therefore, adopting (.)-(.) enables one to write (.) in the form
Moreover, the collocation treatments of the initial-boundary conditions immediately give
(.)
In the proposed method, the residual of (.) is set to be zero at (N -) × (M -) × K of the collocation points
and from the initial conditions, we have, namely, ( + N + KN + M( + K + N)) algebraic equations
and this, in turn,
The previous system of algebraic equations can easily be solved. After the coefficients a i,j,k are determined, we compute the approximate solution u N,M,K (x, y, t) at any value of (x, y, t) in the given domain.
Numerical results and comparisons
This The difference between the measured value of the approximate solution and the exact solution is defined as the absolute error (AE), given by
where u(x, t) and u N,M (x, t) are the exact and the approximate solutions at the point (x, t), respectively.
Moreover, the maximum absolute error (MAE) is given by
Example  Consider the FSFP-HGSGF of the following form []:
where the exact solution is given by u(x, t) = e x t γ + .
In Table , strates that the proposed method leads to an accurate approximation and yields exponential convergence rates. 
The exact solution of this problem has the form 
Explicit numerical approximation scheme [43] (4, 4, 6) (4, 4, 12) ( 
Implicit numerical approximation scheme [43] (6, 6, 6) (6, 6, 24) ( The exact solution of this problem has the form u(x, y, t) = t +γ e x+y .
In the last example, a comparison is listed in Table  
Conclusion
We have presented a new space-time spectral algorithm based on the shifted JacobiGauss-Lobatto and the shifted Jacobi-Gauss-Radau collocation schemes. Based on the numerical results given in Section , it has been concluded that the obtained results are excellent in terms of accuracy for all tested problems. We have outlined the implementation of spectral collocation method for solving similar problems with a one-or two-dimensional space. In addition, this method may be extended to related problems. Furthermore, the proposed spectral method might be further developed by considering the generalized Laguerre or modified generalized Laguerre polynomials to solve similar problems in semiinfinite spatial intervals.
